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Operation Principle
HIGOLD’s Mission: Strive for better quality of people‘s life
Through continuous innovation of products and services, we promote social development and
improve the quality of people‘s life.
Enjoy the happiness and joy of high quality life.
Therefore, each of us from HIGOLD, must keep our mission in mind, we pursue perfection and details,
Because all of these, is affecting quality and happiness of people's life.

HIGOLD’s Vision: To be one of the most influential groups in China
Create values for customers, create opportunities for employees, create profits for shareholders,
Create benefits for the society, and become one of the most respected and influential groups.
HIGOLD group hopes to drive the embodiment of social value through the realization of enterprise
value.
Using the sustainable profitability of enterprises to support the disadvantaged groups in the society
and the backward areas in need of development,
So as to help the social vulnerable groups to get rid of poverty, but towards prosperity.
HIGOLD group hopes to create hundreds of millionaires and ten multimillionaires in the next 10 years
by providing a stage for talents to display their talents and opportunities for continuous learning
and improvement, so as to realize the ideal of life and achieve the satisfaction of brilliant career and
social status for people from all over the world.

Enterprise slogan: Higold, Higold, Higher Innovation
Unlimited Passion , never satisfied, constantly pursue new heights, new surmounting.

Brand positioning: Industry Innovation leader
Through continuous and innovative approach to create a number of areas of leadership,
consolidating the position as industry leaders.

As a member of Higold,
I am very happy to spend a good period of my life to
work with you.
Higold relies on the top quality to promote the business development, and
the top quality is achieved by the people and the management system.
First of all, people are the manufacturers of products. Only excellent
employees can produce top quality products.
Secondly, the management system, especailly for quality management,
is an effective guarantee for standardized and large-scale production of
products.
Therefore, the company will only grow when its employees grow, and
the growth of individual employees is fundamentally consistent with the
development direction of the company.
Innovation is the eternal source of the company's development. In order
to expand the enterprise living space, in order to open up more broad
development for individuals, we need to be full of passion, maintain the
source power of innovation, improve work efficiency, improve the quality of
work, keeping surpass ourselves always.
In the background of a company who has the core competitiveness by
improving the management innovation and the process reengineering
comprehensively and who has enough opportunities and space for
sustainable development and strives to create a level playing field, as long
as you think and work hard, learn modestly and keep improving, you will be
evaluated fairly eventually. More important thing, this learning mindset itself
is a key to success.
Team work spirit and strong professionalism are the source of the
inexhaustible strength for a company. You will obtain better play and
achieve greater achievements only when you integrate your talents into a
team .
Based on the premise of a common goal and overall image, the company
advocates the development of individuality and provides broad
development space for employees. To win, you must first win yourself.
We Only can surpass ourselves and our rivals by continuous learning and
self-reflection .
"Change" is our eternal theme, of course, "change" is also an experiment,
whatever successes or failures, we will accommodate them with a broad
mind.
Standing at the starting line of the new century, let's arm ourselves with a
new idea and inherit the essence of our advantageous culture. Let’s extend
the organization culture idea which is more beneficial to the enterprise
development, and Let’s build the dream team of the new century.

Every time we enter a new industry, in the first 3-5 years, we must be confident and determined to
become the industry leader, or never .

Finally, as a representative of the company's executives, what I care more
about is the feelings of employees and whether they can grow and acheive
their personal dreams in our company.
At the same time, I sincerely thank you for what you have done for the
company and your efforts as a member of this team, I wish you a happy
work in the future!

Group spirit: create the innovation,face the challenge, adhere to
perseverance.

chairman of Higold Group

Operating principles: "the first enterprise or nothing in the industry"

Innovation: constantly learning, constantly surmounting, always creating new heights;
Challenges: unwilling to be ordinary, not afraid of hardship, encounter and be stronger;
Persistence: focus on goals, persevere, and never give up.

Ou Jinfeng,
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“Italian style means sense of proportions, simplicity and
harmony of line, such that after a considerable time
there is still something which is more alive than just a
memory of beauty.”
[Battista ‘Pinin’ Farina]

Pininfarina Extra, is part of the world-famous design house
Pininfarina, whose history traces back to 1930 when the company was
established by Battista Pinin-Farina, who became the most acclaimed
car designer of his time For example the Cisitalia 202 by Pininfarina
(1947), was the first and only car to enter into a permanent display
at the MoMA of New York, in 1961. Up to today, more than 100
Ferrari cars that have gone into production have been designed by
Pininfarina.

Today the company has ventured into a variety of commodity sectors
where products bearing the Pininfarina name have won acclaim in the
world’s leading markets. The company attempts to blend the most
advanced features of scientific, technological and engineering research
with attractiveness that should accompany the things we use every day.
Pininfarina Extra is a reliable and competent partner to firms wishing to
use design as a strategic asset for their product development process
and a tool of communication to improve their position in the market.

In 1986, the third generation of the Pininfarina family created
Pininfarina Extra srl to extend the design capabilities of the company,
outside of the automotive sector. Over the past 30 years, Pininfarina
Extra has developed more than 600 projects under the direction
of its President and Chief Executive Officer, Paolo Pininfarina (now
Chairman of the Pininfarina Group), and has established its own
direction and a clear identity.

The main activities of the company include Industrial design (electronics,
sporting goods, furniture, equipment and machinery, consumer products,
graphic design and packaging), Architecture and interiors (residential,
hospitality, sport and commercial structures), and Transportation design
(Yachts, airplanes, private jets, people movers).
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The winning combination between Pininfarina and Higold continues through the launch
of a new iconic outdoor sofa. After the successes of Bold and Onda, a new masterpiece
becomes part of the Higold by Pininfarina family.
“Armonia” has been conceived to bring the elegance of the interior environments to the
outdoor spaces, creating a seamless and elegant living experience. The juxtaposition of
contrasting elements is the main component around which the design language of this
new sofa plays. The use of wood and braided rope gives it an artisanal and classic look,
balanced by the modernity of the clean lines and the shaped body. The play of contrasts
continues through the dualism between soft and rigid surfaces, full and empty spaces,
modernity and past, reflecting the style of Pininfarina centered on the tradition of the new.
Dualities and contrasts, however, are not meant to create splits, but as a constant tension
towards a new balance to create harmony. Finally, the use of specially designed materials
allows this sofa to be enjoyed in outdoor environments in total safety and ensuring top
performance against atmospheric agents without compromising aesthetics and comfort.
“Armonia” joins to the list of products designed by Pininfarina for Higold, a collaboration
born in 2017 that over the years has seen two excellences in the field of furniture give
ample vent to their creative flair.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection

205022
Left Single Sofa

205023
Right Single Sofa

205021
Left Single Sofa

205023
Right Single Sofa

Size：1050x880x615mm

Size：1050x880x765mm

Size：1050x880x765mm

Size：1050x880x765mm

205002
Middle Sofa

205008
Middle Sofa

Size：770x880x765mm

Size：770x880x765mm

205008
Middle Sofa

205005
Left Middle Sofa

Size：770x880x765mm

Size：1090x880x765mm

205006
Right Middle Sofa

205026
Single Corner Sofa

Size：1090x880x765mm

Size：1025x830x765mm

205081
Coffee Table

205062
Left Side Table

Size：750x750x315mm

Size：595x500x490mm

205003
Left Middle Sofa

205004
Right Middle Sofa

Size：1085x880x765mm

Size：1085x880x765mm

205007
Left Middle Sofa

205009
Right Middle Sofa

Size：1090x880x765mm

Size：1090x880x765mm

205028
Double Corner Sofa

205061
Footstool

Size：1595x830x535mm

Size：750x750x365mm

205062
Left Side Table

205063
Right Side Table

205063
Right Side Table

Size：595x500x490mm

Size：595x500x490mm

Size：595x500x490mm
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Armonia Combinations
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205010

205020

205040

205050

205070

205080

205060

205030
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTION DESIGNED
BY PININFARINA FOR HIGOLD

Being conceived for the outdoor, the Pininfarina design team took the
inspiration from the dynamism, elegance and purity of the ocean waves, the
empty space that is created when a wave is broken, resulting in to a hollow or
tube wave (onda in Italian).
The heart of the Collection is the structure, an aluminum band sustaining the
cushions and becoming the iconic element of the whole Collection.
Characterized by fluid lines - as the ones of the wave - the band beyond
being an aesthetic element becomes also a functional element, a rigid armrest
that can be used to lean objects. The choice of the materials come from the
Pininfarina 360° design experience: the aluminum – coming from the car
sector - for the structure , the fabrics – used in the yachts for its resistance –
for the cushions.

Onda was born to blend in
different environments and,
at the same time, to make
them unique.

“We have looked at the magic of nature to give life to Onda which
is distinctive and, at the same time, able to be integrated in different
environments. Technology and know-how coming from different sectors
make it really unique” affirms Paolo Pininfarina, Pininfarina Chairman.
"Pininfarina always brings breakthrough visions and futuristic designs to the
world. The design of Onda is influenced by car design in the technology and
in the use of top materials. We are sure the new revolution is ready in the
outdoor furniture industry!" affirms Alwin Ou,Chairman of Higold Group.
Onda is the second project born from the collaboration between Higold and
Pininfarina, after the Higold headquarters in Shunde presented in march 2017.
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BY USE OF FERRARI LEATHER AND CERAMIC GLASS TOP,
ONDA STANDS OUT AS ONE OF THE MOST LUXURIOUS AND
FANCY MODELS IN THE FURNITURE INDUSTRY.
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INSPIRED BY CAR SECTOR STRUCTURE, EMPHASIS AND
EXPOSURE OF THE INTERNAL HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM
STRUCTURE PROVIDES A SENSE OF SECURITY TO THE USER,
IT ALSO CREATES A DISTINCTIVE VISUAL AESTHETIC.
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ONDA DAYBED HAS WON IF DESIGN
AWARD 2020 FOR ITS ELEGANCE AND
PURITY. TOP QUALITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL-FRIENDLY COATING
FINISH AND BATYLINE EDEN
CAN WITHSTAND ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR
CONDITIONS. ITS BACK CAN BE ADJUSTED
AT MULTIPLE ANGLES TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF USERS.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
ONDA

204221
Single Sofa

204231
Double Sofa

204237
Left Corner Sofa

204239
Right Corner Sofa

Size：930x1055x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

Size：930x1800x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

Size：930x1580x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：385mm

Size：930x1580x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：385mm

205221
Single Sofa

205231
Double Sofa

Size：930x1055x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

Size：930x1800x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

204208
Middle Sofa

204207
Middle Sofa

Size：930x730x770mm
Seat height：375mm

Size：930x730x565mm
Seat height：375mm

204224
Left Corner Sofa

204225
Right Corner Sofa

Size：930x1640x565mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

Size：930x1640x565mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

204228
Middle Corner Sofa

204226
Middle Corner Sofa

Size：1010x1010x770mm
Seat height：375mm

Size：1010x1010x565mm
Seat height：375mm

204234
Left Corner Sofa

204235
Right Corner Sofa

Size：930x1580x565mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：385mm

Size：930x1580x565mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：385mm

204227
Left Corner Sofa

204229
Right Corner Sofa

Size：930x1640x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm

Size：930x1640x770mm
Seat height：375mm
Armrest height：565mm
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204281
Coffee Table
Size：1200x720x435mm

204282
Coffee Table

205282
Coffee Table

Size：1400x930x440mm

Size：1200x720x435mm
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Onda Combinations

204273
Dining Table

204271
Dining Table

204292
Bar Table

Size：2750x910x740mm

Size：2120x910x740mm

Size：2015x585x1075mm

204211
Dining Chair

204291
Bar Chair

204251
Sunbed

Size：560x580x765mm

Size：550x580x1135mm

Size：2220x765x870mm

204210

204220

204230

204240

204250

204260

204270

204280

204290

2042100

204261
Side Table
Size：605x650x300mm
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Onda Combinations

2042210

2042220

2042310

2042320

2042230

2042610

2042330

2042750

2042250

2042260

2042270

2042280

2042300

2052010
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2042340
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BOLD
OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTION DESIGNED BY PININFARINA FOR HIGOLD

INSPIRATION
The main design concept of the BOLD collection is to
merge lightness and solidity at the same time.
A light and dynamic surface that gently folds into an
elegant and sculptural volume, creating a sensation of
protection and comfort.

CONCEPT
Contrast is at the heart of the collection, outside and inside,
solid and void, hard and soft, positive and negative, are
merged together through a precious metal plate.
This contrast is creating a unique collection with a strong
personality and charisma, able to be perceived and inspire
the final user.
Elegance, Reliability, Dynamism, Self Confidence, In a
word...BOLD.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
BOLD

204621
Single Sofa

204631
Double Sofa

Size：875x920x735mm

Size：860x1580x735mm

204611
Dining Chair

204681
Coffee Table

Size：685x670x835mm

Size：D800x400mm

204682
Coffee Table

204671
Dining Table

Size：1200x650x365mm

Size：D1500x755mm

BOLD Combinations
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204610

204620

204630

204640
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By Pierrick Taillard

Salvador Dali, a Spanish surrealist artist renowned for his technical skill, precise
draftsmanship and the striking and bizarre images in his work. Salvador Dali
invented an infallible method to make micro-naps that revive two times, three
snores. Armed with a silver spoon and a porcelain plate, he would settle down
in his armchair, once he was well installed, he would close his eyes... and fall
asleep. When the spoon fell, breaking the plate, it was time to wake up.
Pierrick Taillard, as an experienced designer in France, is a respected follower
of Salvador Dali, and he take this method into his master piece Lisboa.
Generous in its proportions, comfortable and airy, based on a solid and elegant
aluminum frame foundation, a color rope belt is emerged. This nest hand woven
by the best craftsmen will impress you with its softness. It is an armchair invites
you to the Mediterranean relaxation.
Under the shade of tropical trees, lie down quietly, smell the perfumes and let
the birds sing.
Set on a soft and supple nest, like a caress, let the voluptuousness of its curves
welcome you into its heart to transport you to your sweetest dreams, and enjoy
the sweetness of a Mediterranean siesta and eat life to the fullest.

Pierrick Taillard
HIGOLD CHIEF DESIGNER
piKs design, A family affair

At piKs design, everyone's know-how and influences intersect,
collide and blend. The family is their foundation; meets a creed.
Graduated from Rubika (FR. Valenciennes), Christine and Pierrick
joined Sylvain - specialized in marketing - to pursue a Masters in
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management at IAE (FR. Lille) and
co-founded piKs in 2005.
Coming from industrial culture and the arts, designers pay attention
to both distant cultures and their daily environment.
Followers of creative eclecticism, they combine craftsmanship
and industrial thinking to reinvent the relationship between user
and object, while playing on a permanent reappropriation of the
repertoire of forms with elegance, simplicity and pragmatism.
REFERENCES :
Air France, AM.PM, Chateau Palmer, ENO, Line ART, Nature &
Découvertes, Oravida, Roche Bobois, SNCF, …
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Outdoor Furniture Collection

206021
Single Sofa

206031
Double Sofa

Size：940x1260x980mm

Size：940x2100x805mm

206041
Three-seater Sofa
Size：940x2740x980mm

206082
Coffee Table

206061
Side Table

Size：1400x700x395mm

Size：1050x395x610mm

Lisboa Combinations

206010

206020

206030

206040

206050
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AIRPORT

NICOLAS THOMKINS
CHIEF DESIGNER

OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTION DESIGNED BY NICOLAS THOMKINS

NICOLAS THOMKINS, born in Switzerland and based in
Germany, has a very large knowledge background and a strong
sense of humor. He joined in Higold design team in 2014 and
has completed several original designs. Among all, Airport
collection, both applicable in outdoor and indoor use, has been
regarded as the benchmark of new design trend in furniture
industry. The initial application of Corrugated Aluminum Sheets
upon furniture has attracted eyes and good compliments from
abroad and home. He focuses on product details and user
experience by applying ergonomics into product design. His
design advocates nature, fulfills positive spirit, and contains
his understanding to life and the pursuit to health. He dares to
break the rules and touch the soul. His works keep leading the
creative trend in the industry of outdoor furniture. The Yin Yang
chair from Nicolas, merging the Chinese and Western culture,
successfully attracted people's eyes and stood out among all
entries, and won the best of the best Red Dot Award, one of the
top design awards in the world.

AIRPORT collection is made of bend-extruded T Profile and corrugated
sheet-metals (CSM) that was used by the Junkers Airplane Company
of Dessau as the most suitable material to build the first and biggest
fleet commercially-used planes. Corrugated sheet-metal (CSM ) made
of steel or aluminum has been known and mass produced all over
the world to cover walls and roofs for any kind of domestically or
commercially-used buildings. The corrugation in various proportions is
the synonymous for longevity and a never-aging esthetic appearance,
CSM is most versatile and cost-effective, production is simple and
the applications are boundless. It’s typical wave design that has
also become the standard appearance for durable high-end travel
luggage. Corrugated metal sheets are inserted into flat-metal frames
like pictures. By adopting architectural proportions and elements,
the Higold ‘Airport’ outdoor collection can be imbedded in public
environments as well as in private gardens and on the terraces.
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THE SEAT PANEL IS CONVENTIONAL WITH TEXTILES FOR
COMFORT AND THE CUSHIONS FOLLOWING THE CORRUGATED
STYLE HELP THE BODY TO BREATHE AND RELAX
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AIRPORT TROLLEY
THE DESIGN OF THE 'AIRPORT' SERVICE-TROLLEY FROM HIGOLD IS BASED
ON THE ROBUST AND VERSATILE FUNCTION OF AIRLINE- TROLLEYS. THE
STRUCTURE OF THIS CONTAINER IS EPOXY - COATED ALUMINUM WITH A
YACHT TEAK DECK. GLASSES AND BOTTLES ARE STORED IN TELESCOPIC
DRAWERS AND ICE-COOLED DRINKS REMAIN FRESH IN THE STAINLESSSTEEL CONTAINER. SWIVEL CASTORS ENSURE MOBILITY AND THE
BUILT-IN LOCKING ENSURES A FIRM STAND. THE AIRPORT TROLLEY IS
MULTIFUNCTIONAL, LIKE ITS RAW-MODEL. THIS PRACTICAL CONTAINER
OFFERS AN ADDITIONAL WORK SURFACE IN THE KITCHEN AS WELL AS IN
GARDENS AND ON TERRACES. ON ITS TEAK WORK-TOP, COCKTAILS CAN BE
MIXED IN STYLE, BUT ALSO AN ESPRESSO MACHINE, OR BBQ-GRILLS CAN
BE OPERATED PERFECTLY HERE.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
AIRPORT

203626
Single Sofa

203674
Dining Table

Size：790x805x675mm

Size：2000x1005x760mm

203636
Double Sofa

203601
Middle Sofa

203623
Middle Corner Sofa

Size：790x1800x675mm

Size：790x680x685mm

Size：790x790x685mm

203682
Coffee Table

203622
Left Corner Sofa

203624
Right Corner Sofa

Size：1200x800x410mm

Size：790x1740x685mm

Size：790x1740x685mm

203662
Side Table

203673
Dining Table

203697
Dining Car

Size：500x500x450mm

Size：1000x1000x750mm

Size：765x400x880mm

203616
Dining Chair

203693
Bar Chair

203695
Bar Chair

Size：580x615x730mm

Size：590x530x1030mm

Size：590x650x1030mm
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
AIRPORT

Airport Combinations

203694
Bar Table

203625
Functional Single sofa

Size：1940x600x1060mm

Size：790x805x675mm

2036110

2036310

2036300

2036320

203650

2036130(incl. 4 chairs + 1table)

203651
Lounge
Size：2000x770x950mm

2036120(incl. 6 chairs + 1table)

2036700
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203660(incl.6 bar chairs + 1 table)
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CLINT
OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTION DESIGNED BY NICOLAS THOMKINS

Normally chairs have to be as strong as they look. Clint chair does
break the rule and has been stronger with a flexible structure. Both Clint
chair and table have been made without any welding joint, only fixed
by screws, to be more environmental-friendly. With foldable system,
people can fold it to save the space and this is a best choice not only
for dining but also for relaxing at terrace or balcony.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
CLINT

670616
Director Chair
Size：555x560x880mm

670672
Dining Table
Size：D1000x745mm

CLINT Combinations

670610
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DESIGNS BY HIGOLD
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YORK
Using textilene, teak and white coating color to mix to
make York very outstanding. The design is also very close
to an indoor style.With a sharp color contrast in the sun,
people can enjoy not only a beautiful sight but also a very
warm feeling.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
YORK

201723
Single Sofa

201734
Double Sofa

201727
Left Corner Sofa

201729
Right Corner Sofa

Size：815x840x610mm

Size：815x1510x610mm

Size：810x1435x615mm

Size：810x1435x615mm

201733
Three-seater Sofa

201761
Side Table

201701
Dining Chair

201711
Dining Arm Chair

Size：815x2200x610mm

Size：600x500x410mm

Size：600x500x850mm

Size：600x620x850mm

201762
Flower Basket

201765
Flower Basket

201717
Swivel Dining Chair

201772
Dining Table

Size：600x500x410mm

Size：600x500x410mm

Size：600x600x790mm

Size：900x900x750mm

201781
Coffee Table

201784
Coffee Table

201791
Dining Table

204771
Dining Table With Umbrella Hole

Size：1100x750x410mm

Size：1100x750x410mm

Size：2000x900x750mm

Size：2600x900x750mm

201708
Middle Sofa

201728
Middle Corner Sofa

204772
Dining Table without Umbrella Hole

204796
Swivel Bar Chair

Size：810x675x615mm

Size：810x810x615mm

Size：2600x900x750mm

Size：600x600x1100mm
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
YORK

York Combinations

204795
Bar Chair

204798
Bar Table With Umbrella Hole

Size：600x620x1100mm

Size：1800x820x1065mm

201712
Single Sofa

201715
Dining Chair

Size：720x780x820mm

Size：600x620x850mm

204775
Dining Table

2017360

201740

2017370

2017320

201790

201750(incl. 4 chairs + 1 table)

201720(incl. 6chairs + 1table)

2017350(incl. 8chairs + 1table)

2017440

2017170

Size：1800x900x760mm

201719
Swivel sofa(right side lift up)

201718
Swivel sofa(left side lift up)

Size：810x840x615 mm

Size：810x840x615 mm

201753
Lounge (right side lift up)

201751
Lounge (left side lift up)

Size：2000x800x970mm

Size：2000x800x970mm

2017410
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2017430

2017180
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NEW YORK
Following the DIY concept as Nofi does, Emoti collection
looks more bold and extensive in designs realized by
massy aluminum tubes. The main body demonstrates
rigidness but with soft cushions, it turns out to be much
more gentle. We call it" Emoti" philosophy.
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NEW YORK
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204024
Single Sofa

204034
Double Sofa

Size：815x840x615mm

Size：815x1505x615mm

204044
Three-seater Sofa

204084
Coffee Table

Size：815x2200x615mm

Size：1050x815x410mm

204008
Middle Sofa

204028
Middle Corner Sofa

Size：810x680x615mm

Size：815x815x615mm

204027
Left Corner Sofa

204029
Right Corner Sofa

Size：815x1430x615mm

Size：815x1430x615mm

677463
Side Table

204012
Dining Chair

Size：360x348x485mm

Size：625x560x650mm
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New york Combinations

204071
Dining Table

204025
Swivel Sofa

Size：2000x1000x750mm

Size：815x840x615mm

204051
Lounge

305891
Side Table/Ice Bucket

Size：2000x800x880mm

Size：D380x415mm

204010

204020

204090

2040620

2040610

2040130

204050(incl. 6chairs+ 1 table)
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EMOTI
Following the DIY concept as Nofi does, Emoti collection
looks more bold and extensive in designs realized by
massy aluminum tubes. The main body demonstrates
rigidness but with soft cushions, it turns out to be much
more gentle. We call it" Emoti" philosophy.
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EMOTI IS NOT ONLY MODERN AND PRACTICAL BUT
ALSO SUSTAINABLE AND EMOTIONAL
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BEING STACKABLE AND WITH CARELESS MATERIALS，
EMOTI TEXTILENE SUNBED CAN FIT ALL KINDS OF
ENVIRONMENTS FROM HOME TO COMMERCIAL USE.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
EMOTI

Outdoor Furniture Collection
EMOTI

697722
Single Sofa

697732
Double Sofa

697715
Dining Chair

697778
Dining Table

Size：770x770x760mm

Size：770x1520x760mm

Size：690x560x800mm

Size：2200x900x750mm

697742
Three-seater Sofa

697782
Coffee Table

697772
Dining Table

697774
Dining Table

Size：770x2065x760mm

Size：1200x700x375mm

Size：1600x900x750mm

Size：900x900x750mm

697708
Middle Sofa

697728
Middle Corner Sofa

697724
Swivel Sofa

697751
Lounge

Size：770x630x775mm

Size：770x770x775mm

Size：775x760x760mm

Size：2000x765x880mm

697727
Left Corner Sofa

697729
Right Corner Sofa

697752
Lounge

697794
Dining Car

Size：770x1355x775mm

Size：770x1355x775mm

Size：1810x735x970m

Size：865x535x880mm

677463
Side Table

697795
Swing

Size：360x348x485mm

Size：1340x1965x2000mm
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Emoti Combinations

697730

697720

6977100(incl. 4 chairs + 1 table)

6977220

697710

697780(incl. 8 chairs + 1 table)

697750

697760

6977270

697790(incl. 6 chairs + 1 table)

6977280

6977320
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NOFI
NOFI collection is composed by living sofa set, sectional
sofa set, dining set, bar set, sun bed and swing. It is one of
the collections that have a complete family to meet
all kinds of living demands. With wooden elements to be
installed on the armrests and table tops and with soft and
airy cushion designs, Nofi shows simplicity but never loses
its coziness. With DIY concept, consumer can easily do the
assembling under instructions.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
NOFI

JUST SWING AND ENJOY IT...
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680119
Single Sofa

680139
Double Sofa

Size：810x800x615mm

Size：810x1550x615mm

680149
Three-seater Sofa

680181
Coffee Table

Size：810x2200x615mm

Size：1200x700x375mm

680108
Middle Sofa

680128
Middle Corner Sofa

Size：810x715x615mm

810x810x615mm

680127
Left Corner Sofa

680129
Right Corner Sofa

Size：810x1505x615mm

Size：810x1505x615mm

380114
Dining Chair

680175
Dining Table

Size：700x560x800mm

Size：900x900x750mm
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NOFI Combinations

Outdoor Furniture Collection
NOFI

680176
Dining Table

680173
Dining Table

Size：1600x900x750mm

Size：2200x900x750mm

680195
Bar Chair

680194
Bar Table

Size：695x560x1120mm

Size：1800x820x1065mm

680120

680130

680110

6801330

680190

680180

680191
Swing
Size：1350x2070x1950mm
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680151
Lounge

680153
Lounge

Size：2000x805x880mm

Size：2000x805x880mm

677463

680161

Side Table

Side Table

Size：360x348x485mm

Size：450x450x390mm

680160

680140

6801120(incl. 4chairs + 1 table)

6801160
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NOFI 2.0
Nofi 2.0 collection carries on the design concept of Nofi
series and it is a good application of textilene material as
the main support of both seat and back, which is easy to
maintain and clean.With padding in the middle, it offers
no less comfort than cushions and makes people less
concerned specially during rainy season.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
NOFI 2.0

NOFI 2.0 Combinations

380144
Three-seater Sofa

380134
Double Sofa

Size：735x1890x765mm

Size：735x1315x765mm

380124
Single Sofa

380184
Coffe Table

Size：735x750x770mm

Size: 1100x650x380mm

380172
Dining Table

380171
Dining Table

Size：900x1600x750mm

Size：900x900x750mm

680152
Lounge

3801150

3801170(incl. 6 chairs + 1 table)

3801160

3801180(incl. 4chairs + 1 table)

6801760

680198
Dining Chair
Size：640x595x870mm

Size：1990*800*960mm

680189
Dining Table

318272

Size：1000x2800x770mm

Size：1000x2400x750mm
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Dining Table
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NOFI 3.0
Nofi 3.0 collection carries on the design concept of Nofi
series and conveys more warm feeling by using rope
material as the main support of both seat and back.
The stacking feature helps to reduce transportation
pressure as well as storage space.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
NOFI 3.0

380122
Single Sofa

380132
Double Sofa

Size：735x750x770mm

Size：735x1315x765mm

380142
Three-seater Sofa

380184
Coffee Table

Size：735x1880x770mm

Size：1100x650x380mm

380198
Dining Chair
Size：650x600x885mm

380174
Dining Table
Size：2300x900x750mm

NOFI 3.0 Combinations

3801190

3801200

3801210
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GLORIA
The overall structure of Gloria is simple, but the details of
the rope mesh enrich the complete design to become more luxurious. It is a
good combination of softness and rigidness to offer an elegant and gentle
impression. The Gloria collection is not only one of the best choices among
garden furnitures, but also the longest companion at home.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
GLORIA

325921
Single Sofa

325951
Lounge

Size：760x700x765mm

Size：2000*710*880mm

GLORIA Combinations

325931
Double Sofa
Size：760x1330x765mm

3259010

3259020

3259030

3259040

325941
Three-seater Sofa
Size：760x1980x765mm

325981
Coffee Table
Size：1100x650x400mm

325972
Dining Table

325971
Dining Table

Size：900x900x750mm

Size：1600x900x750mm

325911
Dining Chair
Size：675x540x850mm
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325961
Side Table
Size：450x450x455mm
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HESTIA
Hestia is one of the new collections we carry on with organic
concepts, emotional proposition and most importantly the
intention to bring out more vitality and vigor when staying
outdoor. It combines modern design with Higold high-end
woven ropes and exclusive cushions. The finely-designed
conical structure has fully highlighted the soul of this
masterpiece.
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ORANGE COLOR REPRESENTS “PASSION” AND “VITALITY”
BLUE COLOR REPRESENTS “HOPE” AND “PURITY”
EITHER COLOR WILL GENERATE YOUR MOTIVATION TO LIVE AN EXCELLENT LIFE.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
HESTIA

345621
Single Sofa
Size：755x720x785mm

345631
Double Sofa

345641
Three-seater Sofa

Size：755x1415x785mm

Size：755x1820x785mm

345681
Coffe Table

345671
Dining Table

Size：1100x650x425mm

Size：1790x890x730mm

345672
Dining Table

345611
Dining Chair

Size：895x895x730mm

Size：615x595x825mm

HESTIA Combinations
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345610

345620

345630

345640
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HECK
Beautiful, elegant, but at the same time practical and easy to
maintain.
The extendable garden table from the HECK collection is
without a doubt the essential furniture for your outdoor space,
ideal for enjoying the days outdoors with friends and family.
An outdoor furniture that is distinguished by a deep research
and product knowledge, together with a high quality design,
craftsmanship and attention to detail.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
HECK
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SOPHIA 2.0
Combining super comfort, refined quality and distinctive
design, Sophia 2.0 modular sofa represents a pursuit of
upgraded outdoor lifestyle. It is available in large combination
with middle corner element or without it to meet the demands
for a more delicate use. Sophia 2.0 is designed with Higold
rope woven elements at the back rest, together with thick
cushions, which enables it to be blended with different
environments, from home, terrace, balcony to garden.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
SOPHIA 2.0

324246
Left Corner Sofa

324249
Right Corner Sofa

Size：790x1775x730mm

Size：790x1670x730mm

324207
Middle Sofa

324283
Coffee Table

Size：790x685x730mm

Size：1200x800x350mm

SOPHIA 2.0 Combinations

3242150
(the combination can be exchanged to opposite directions)
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POLO PRO
Polo Pro is a modular lounge set that can be assembled into
different configurations and can be available in various color
options. Thick upholstery and cushions make Polo Pro with
more comfort and coziness. With quick dry foam covered by
fabric material being served as the back rests, it has balanced
the principles between long-lasting usage and softness. The
newly-added adjustable lounge meets the height needs of
different people in lying position.Natural wooden elements
assembled at the end of the lounges serve as side tables to
hold lighting accessories and etc.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
POLO PRO

684135
Adjustable lounge(left)

684138
Adjustable lounge(right)

Size：2250x1050x650(900)mm

Size：2250x1050x650(900)mm

POLO PRO Combinations

684180
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PUNTO
Inspired by the cute and lovely traditional Punto figure, the designer takes the purity and
softness factor into the collection. Punto is designed in such a manner that it can be
assembled into different configurations and can be available in various color options.
The structure of the sofa is convertible with easy assembly the back part back and forth.
Modular design make it possible for more combinations. Various shapes such as L shape
and Line Shape are available, as there are two-seater,three-seater, five-seater and single
seater sofas available.
It is a comfortable sofa allows you to spend many hours relaxing, and good lavish and
attractive furniture makes your house and garden more attractive.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
PUTTO

348007
Middle Sofa

348033
Middle Corner Sofa

Size：760*760*675mm

Size：1060*760*675mm

348032
Double Corner Sofa(Left)

348032
Double Corner Sofa(Right)

Size：1845*760*675 mm

Size：1845*760*675 mm

348083
Coffee Table

348081
Coffee Table

Size：1200x760x285mm

Size：760x760x285mm

348084
Footstool
Size：760x760x285mm

PUTTO Combinations

348010
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348060
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CARIBBEAN
Caribbean is characterized by its simple combination of two
mini-lounges and one coffee table. Comfort becomes more
available to human body by making the seats with textilene
panels. Natural teak wood serves as the tops to hold staffs,
like daily necessities. Actually it has represented a modern
style of outdoor living for the young generation.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
CARIBBEAN

305135
Left Corner Sofa

305136
Right Corner Sofa

Size：790x1760x650mm

Size：790x1760x650mm

305182
Coffee Table
Size：730x730x270mm

CARIBBEAN Combinations

305180
(the combination can be exchanged to opposite directions)
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GENEVA
The name'Geneva' well defines the accuracy and the standard
of building up this collection.The unique feature is the good
combination and setting of three elements, textilene,aluminum
with powdercoating and the teak. The teak has been perfectly
inserted in the alum.slot of the legs. And the teak on the table
top is not with regular shape,which gradually becomes narrow
at the final part. The clean and exquisite finish at each corner
requires very high technique. This collection also conveys a
strong architectural feeling which could be very interested to
designers.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
GENEVA

203149
Daybed
Size：2160x1800x2205mm
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FANCY
Fancy is a timeless design with tiny fluid lines and stylish
woven elements. It has a natural lightness and elegance but
never loses its sturdiness and comfort. It is available in four
standard colors and each color idea is carefully conceived by
the designer. Fancy stands out as a piece of very independent
furniture which advocates the philosophy of new freedom, a
kind of freedom to get rid of bustle and hustle of modern life
style and call for more relaxed and peaceful realm.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
FANCY

343901
Dining Chair
Size：635x580x805mm

342771
Dining Table
Size：745x745x750mm
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CHAMPION
Champion director chair cares more on the balance of the
foldign function and teh stability of the structure. The textilene
panels are easy to be disassembled. Which can be replaced by
new ones after long use. With a foldable system and irregular
base shape.
It is getting more and more popular among young generation.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
CHAMPION

204315
Director Chair
Size：565x560x870mm
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HAWAII
Hawaii beach set is characterized by its laser-cutted aluminum
frame and different ajustable positions to relax. With two basic
color combinations, it fulfills the living demands of both young
and aged generations. Either the double layer textilene seat or
single layer, it always gives you the reason to take a good rest.
Enjoy not only seaside but also balcony life with our Hawaii
lounge chair.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
HAWAII

697822
Lounge Chair
Size：885x570x850mm
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MOND
With a unique shape, there will always be a bigger table by connecting more pieces to each
other. Made of aluminum structure with sintered stone top and painted in all kinds of colors,
people can always find its customized favor. It is also a nice choice to go with different lounge
set, not only classic rattan style but also contemporary designs.

Outdoor Furniture Collection
MOND

322362
Side Table
Size: D550x360mm

MOND Combinations

322340
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322340

322330
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The design of the 'ICOO' service-table is based on the bold
application of curved aluminum sheet as the main body
and aluminum container as the inner part, which serves as
ice bucket to cool drinks and as storage area to keep small
commodities. After being covered with yacht teak or aluminum
lids, it turns out to be a side table which can hold coffee cups,
books and etc. With a variety of color choices of the epoxycoated or anodized bodies and versatile functions in daily use,
the user is fully equipped to enjoy their outdoor living
environments to the fullest.

ICOO

Outdoor Furniture Collection
ICOO

305894
Side Table/Ice Bucket

305892
Side Table/Ice Bucket

Size：D380x415mm

Size：D380x415mm

305893
Side Table/Ice Bucket
Size：D380x415mm

305898
Flower Basket
Size：D380x415mm
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TERMS OF DELIVERY
1. This catalogue is valid from January 1st , 2022.
2. Unless otherwise stated , all measurements are in millimeter and are
given in the sequence of depth x width x height, if there is any difference
from the offersheet, the sequence in the offersheet will prevail.
3. For maximum benefits and to avoid damage during transportation, items
should be packed in packaging units containing a fixed number of items.
When we confirm your order we will round it up, if appropriate, to the next
complete packaging unit.
4. We expressly draw your attention to the fact that all articles and
product names in this catalogue are protected by registered utility
models and trademarks. And all the designs herein are patent.
5. All goods are supplied solely on the basis of our general terms of
business.
6. This catalogue is only for the use of recipient. All parts of it remain the
property of Higold Furniture Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
7. Duplicating or copying this catalogue, including the photographs and
diagrams, in whole or in part by any method is expressly forbidden.
8. While we have taken every care to ensure its accuracy, the technical
data and dimensions including in photos and diagrams in
this catalogue are not binding. We reserve the right to changes and
improvements without notice.
9. We accept no incidental or consequential liability for any typographical
or technical errors in this catalogue.
10. Due to special perspective and lighting effect when shooting, the real
product may look some different from the photos shown in the catalog, and
the real product will prevail and the interpretation right should be vested in
Higold.

